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THE BG NEWS
ESTABLISHED 1920 | An independent student press serving the campus and surrounding community

FALCONS DEFEAT SMU 76-70
IN FIRST ROUND OF WNIT

The women’s basketball team kept its postseason alive by defeating SMU. The Falcons
dominated the first half of the game at the
Stroh Center on Thursday night. Read
about the game in SPORTS on Page 5.
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Library entrance
remodel may cost
up to $10,000
By Patrick Pfanner
Reporter

The University Library is looking to enhance its curb
appeal with a new entrance for the fall 2013 semester.
The library was constructed in 1967, meaning
LIBRARY BY
the weather had 46 years to
THE NUMBERS
wear down the entrance.
Information according to
“Rain becomes an issue
statistics from the 2011-2012
and eventually starts to
school year.
break down the cement
steps,” said Sara Bushong,
■■ 457,102 students visited
the library.
director of the University
■■ 1,608 visitors toured
Library. “The entrance
the library.
doesn’t have an inviting
■■ 101 tour groups went
feel to it, it’s really kind of
through the library.
crumbling.”

KATIE LOGSODN | THE BG NEWS

PROTESTING outside of Mcfall center is The Environmental Action Group. The group hosted its ‘Rally For Our Future’ on the McFall Center Lawn on Thursday in support of the
100 percent Clean Energy campaign.

PUSHING FOR A

When the Learning
Commons was built in Sept. 2011, the library planned
on matching the newer interior with an upgraded exterior, she said.
“We think we’ve done a lot of improvements inside
already, but the outside doesn’t look as good,” Bushong
said.
One of the driving factors for an upgraded entrance
is the large amount of prospective students that make
their way to the library every year, she said.
Nearly 1,700 students and their parents visited the
library last year with tour groups, according to a statistics sheet from Bushong.
Similar to the wave of prospective students who visited the library last year, current University students
also put the entrance through their paces.
University students used the entrance over 457,000
times during the 2011-2012 school year, about a 20 percent increase from the previous year, according to the
statistics sheet.
“The library has become a busier place because of
the tutoring and technology opportunities,” said Bruce
Meyer, assistant vice president for Campus Operations.
The entrance will have a clean and sustainable look
along with a “green space,” an area with plenty of
plants and benches, he said.
It is still in the early stages, but the steps, concrete
walls and surrounding landscape will be addressed,
Meyer said.
Campus Operations is currently working on the estimates with contractors, but it’s possible the revamp
could cost more than $10,000, he said.
The entrance revamp will be funded by Central
Services, which receives its funding through tuition
and state subsidy.
Past projects, such as the steps at Williams Hall and
the landscaping on the Moore Musical Arts Center’s
east side, ranged from $5,000 to $10,000, Meyer said.
Those projects had either concrete or landscaping
work done, but the University Library’s entrance will
need both, meaning they could need a bigger budget.

Despite freezing temperatures and snow flurries, more than 40 students gathered outside McFall Center on Thursday morning before
marching into the office of President Mary Ellen Mazey.
The Environmental Action Group, which has been working all
semester to encourage the University to switch to 100 percent clean
energy, hosted the “Rally for Our Future” event to try to achieve their
goal.
Some members of the group met with Mazey before about making
the transition to clean energy, but the rally was about showing her students really care about the campaign, said sophomore Kaitlynn Trent,
member of the Environmental Action Group.
“I think it’s really important to show student support,” Trent said.
“We’ve been petitioning all semester and have over 2,000 signatures
so it’s time to show President Mazey that the student voice is going to
be heard.”
Showing support for the campaign alongside the Environmental
Action Group were members of the Environmental Service Club, Net
Impact, Delta Tau Delta fraternity, Alpha Chi Omega sorority and
College Democrats among other University students.
Before students entered Mazey’s office to leave slips of paper with
reasons why they want a clean energy campus, the students heard
from Neocles Leontis, a professor in the chemistry department who
has studied the use of geothermal energy.
Geothermal energy is one of the suggested renewable energy sources to use in the heating and cooling of campus instead of its current

See REMODEL | Page 2
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CLEANER CAMPUS
Students gather outside McFall Center on Thursday
to protest for more use of clean energy on campus
By Molly McNamara
Senior Reporter

SLAM POETRY

KATIE LOGSDON | THE BG NEWS

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION Group president Josh Chamberland speaks to
students at the rally on the McFall Center Lawn.

University hosts State of the State Conference
Students, faculty participate in discussions, presentations on equality, social justice
By Seth Weber
Reporter

KATIE LOGSDON | THE BG NEWS

PERFORMING slam poetry is Natasha Miller. She performed slam poetry for part of a celebration of
Women’s History Month at the Eva Marie Saint Theatre on Thursday night.

The University hosted the
State of the State Conference
on Thursday, exploring social
justice and race issues that
affect the United States.
The conference featured
dozens of speakers with topics ranging from Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Transgender
issues to religious tolerance.
One of the speakers was
Tameka Taylor, co-owner of
Compass Consulting Services,
LLC.
Taylor
ta l ked
about
micromessaging, which is a
subtle pattern in speech and
nonverbal communication
that affects both personal and
professional relationships.
“Micromessages are those

FRESHMAN LOOKS TO SIGN WITH
CLEVELAND BASED MUSIC LABELS

Freshman Cody Fox started his music career by posting covers of
songs on Facebook. Now he’s making his own original music and
has attracted a Cleveland-based record label. Read more about his
music in this week’s PULSE. | PAGE 3

messages that become the
central themes or threads
within conversations,” Taylor
said. “In a lot of cases it tells
us where we stand with that
particular person in that particular relationship.”
Some of the examples of
negative
micromessaging
Taylor mentioned were things
such as reading emails while
talking to someone and ignoring someone’s presence.
To break up the day’s events,
a luncheon took place in the
Union Ballroom.
During
the
luncheon,
the 2013 Reverend Fred L.
Shuttlesworth humanitarian
award was given to Dafina
Lazarus Stewart, an associate
professor at the University.
Stewart has fought for social
justice and has passed two

A PROMISING FUTURE?
This week Faculty Columnist
James Pfundstein writes about the
long-awaited contract agreement
between the University and
Faculty Association. | PAGE 7

anti-racism ordinances in
Bowling Green.
Tim Wise, an anti-racism
writer who’s given presentations in all 50 states, was the
keynote speaker of the conference. During his speech,
the Union Ballroom was
filled with both faculty and
students.
“I’m especially heartened
by any crowd this size that is
willing to hear about and to
discuss ... matters of race and
racial equity,” Wise said during his speech.
Wise spoke about ways
people avoid discussing race,
such as “dancing around”
issues of race, and not discussing it for fear of making
the issue worse.

See STATE | Page 8

HOW WOULD YOU MAKE
THE LIBRARY LOOK MORE
WELCOMING?
“More colors, it’s pretty monotone.”
Casey Vernon
Sophomore, Digital Arts
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Of mice & men

KISSFM

Chunk! No Captain, Chunk!
Goodbye Blue Skies, Affairs & WSG

Friday, March 29 @ 5pm

RALLY
From Page 1

BLOTTER

There is no Blotter for
today because the Bowling
Green Police Division did
not have it posted and was
unable to provide a copy.
This has occurred occasionally because the police
refuse to release the Blotter
until one of their employees
has edited it. Look for the
full Blotter online on Friday
at BGNEWS.COM.

heating plant that runs on
natural gas.
Leontis talked about how
students of other schools,
such as Miami University,
Ohio State University and
Ball State University, have
already begun a transition to
geothermal energy in all or at
least part of their campuses.
“Unless we attack the heating and cooling problems
on our campus, we can only
make incremental changes,”
Leontis said. “You have the
power to take the first step in
geothermal; go for it.”
Along with geothermal energy, students of the
Environmental Action Group
called for a switch to wind
and solar power.
Madison Thomas, a junior
spoke of the necessity of taking action to make this transition. Thomas said Ohio
State recently invested in 25
percent wind energy from
Northwest Ohio last year and
is now saving $1 million.
“This is our wind that they
invested in,” Thomas said.
“There is no reason BGSU
can’t use its well staffed
administration, faculty and
students to come up with
a plan to transition to 100

CORRECTION
POLICY

bgnews.com
4th SATURDAY
CONTRA DANCE
COMING TO BG!
GooGle “Contra DanCe” to
learn about the Coolest thinG
you’ve never hearD of.

March 23

6-9pm

First United Methodist Church
1526 E. Wooster St.

April 27

7-10:30pm

City Park Veterans Building
520 Conneaut Ave. at Maple St.

LIVE STRINGBAND
MUSIC!
Instruction - 1st half hour
Info: NOTMAD.org or
ph. 419-377-9136

5
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THE LIBRARY entrance will undergo a remodel to be completed by fall 2013.
The remodeling may cost anywhere up to $10,000

REMODEL
From Page 1

However, some students
believe the project could be
worth the fiscal cost.
“I think they really need
a new [entrance],” said
Sean Bostater, a University
senior. “I think if someone
hasn’t been to the library,
finding the entrance could
be difficult. I know when
I first went to the library, I
tried using the second level’s entrance,” he said.
The
second
f loor
entrance is currently
reserved for emergency
exits only, but it could be
used as a main entrance
when the project begins

~ MARCH & APRIL SPECIAL ~

$

Buddie
Boy &

construction this summer,
Meyer said.
“We’re really waiting
for the weather to break,
which is hopefully soon,”
he said. “Precipitation
could slow down the project, but our goal is to have
everything done before
classes begin this fall.”
The library is heavily trafficked by students
every day, and Campus
Operations is trying to
improve the exterior to go
along with the Learning
Commons and technology
upgrades, Meyer said.
“I think the library has
gone through a renaissance with all of the new
learning environments
and soon a new entrance,”
he said.

Available all-day & everyday
thru March & April!

SPRING

Fox Run
216 S. Mercer Rd.

Signing Special
Bring in this ad and receive
$10 off monthly rental rate on a
new 1 year or 9 month lease!
* If signed between March 11-29 *

Other Locations

FIND US at frischsnwo.com
LIKE US at Facebook.com/frischsnwo

Josh Chamberland | EAG President
percent renewable energy by
2020.”
Environmental
Action
Group
President
Josh
Chamberland was last
to speak at the rally.
Chamberland said the 2,700
signatures on the group’s
petition and 13 student organizations that have signed
on in support make up more
than 10 percent of the student body.
“We are building a movement here at BGSU and we
cannot falter at this responsibility,” Chamberland said.
“We don’t need to wait for
other institutions to lead
the way. We can be a global
leader for everyone to follow
and show what an institution
looks like who cares about its
students and its future.”
Chamberland led the
group inside and upstairs in
McFall Center where Mazey
exited her office to greet the
students and hear what they
had to say. The group of
over 40 students crowded

into the lobby of Mazey’s
office, each handing her
their slips of paper. She
accepted their suggestions
with a smile and thanked
them for their passion.
The students exited
McFall and gathered outside
exchanging excitement for
having been able to deliver
their messages personally to
Mazey.
Members
of
the
Environmental Action Group
will meet with Mazey once
more on March 26, when
they will sit down and present
their plan for a 100 percent
renewable energy campus
by 2020. The group hopes
for an announcement from
Mazey by Earth Day this year
to commit to their campaign
and Chamberland is now
confident she may do so.
“Today went better than I
could have expected and after
seeing all of those students in
her office, I’m confident she
will be a leader in this campaign,” Chamberland said.

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2013-14

Piedmont Apartments
8th & High St.

Two BG Locations
• 1006 N. Main St.
419.352.5131
• 1540 E. Wooster St.
419.352.3531

“We don’t need to wait for other institutions to lead
the way. We can be a global leader for everyone to
follow and show what an institution looks like who
cares about its students and its future.”

@The_Bg_News

bgnews.com

Dine-In • Drive-Thru • Carry-Out
NW Ohio locations only.

ERIC CHASE &

Follow us on Twitter and Facebook at

®

Fries!

10 pm til 2:30 am

DJ MANNY
K ISS
B
U
L
18 & Up H 21 & over FREE
C
127 N. Main St. Bowling Green H clazel.net H facebook.com/clazel

facebook.com/InnovationConcerts/Events
127 N. Main St. Bowling Green H clazel.net

Visit us at

FRI & SAT NIGHTS

92.5

CONCERT

We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Birchwood
650 6th St.

OFFICE HOURS:

M-F: 8-11:30 & 12:30-4:30
419 Lehman Ave.
419-352-9378
preferredpropertiesco.com

* All normal terms
and conditions apply

Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Birchwood (small pet allowed)
1 Bedroom & Efficiency, Houses

Summer & Semester
Leases Available

ia

NOW RENTING
2013-2014
School Year

STILL HAVE OPENINGS
for 2013-2014

We have a wide variety of complexes, houses divided into apartments, houses, whatever
you are looking for. Studios, 1, 2, and 3 bdrms. Some 2 & 3 bdrms come with w/d in them,
some have laundry on site. Bus shuttle route is close to most of our apartments.

Check out Facebook for Deposit Coupon!

ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
Available May 18, 2013

422 Clough

2 BR - $480 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $480. Limit 2 people. Lease
5/18/13 - 5/10/14.

517 N. Summit

3 BR - 2 car garage. W/D. $975 per
month plus utilities. Deposit $975.
Limit 3 people. Lease 5/18/13 -

Available August 22, 2013
150 1/2 Manville

831 Scott Hamilton, #A

146 Manville

720 Eighth

712 Second, #B

629 Elm

1 BR Upper - $420 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $420. Limit 2 people.
Lease 8/22/13 - 8/9/14.
2 BR Lower - Dishwasher and W/D.
$715 per month plus utilities. Deposit
$715. Limit 3 people. Lease 8/22/13
2 BR Upper - $650 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $650. Limit 2 people.
Lease 8/22/13 - 8/9/14.

722 Eighth

3 BR, 1 ½ Bath - $580 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $580. Limit 3 people.
Lease 8/22/13 - 8/9/14.

327 E. Evers, #A

2 BR Lower - W/D and A/C. $690
per month plus utilities. Deposit
$690. Limit 3 people. Lease 8/22/13
3 BR, 1 ½ Bath - $580 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $580. Limit 3 people.
Lease 8/22/13 - 8/9/14.
3 BR - 1 car garage. Dishwasher, W/D
and A/C. $850 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $850. Limit 3 people.
Lease 8/22/13 - 8/9/14.

723 Sixth

3 BR, $530 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $530.
Limit 2 people. Lease 8/22/13 - 8/9/14.

2 BR - $690 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $690. Limit 3 people. Lease
8/22/13 - 8/9/14.

— FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN —
welcome to apply for any rental unit.

Heinzsite 710 N. Enterprise

Hillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairview

Foxwood Manor 839 7th St.

Willow House Apts. 830 4th St.

We have many apartments available
in May and August.
Visit our website for information:
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
or stop in the Rental Office for a brochure.

JOHN NEWLOVE
• R E A L

1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH 43402
419.353.5800 | www.meccabg.com | info@meccabg.com
Three or More Bedrooms:
734 Elm
233 W. Merry
534 S. College

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

E S T A T E •

319 E. Wooster Street • Located across from Taco Bell
Hours: Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
419.354.2260 • www.johnnewloverealestate.com

433
136
911
127

N. Enterprise
Pearl
Mourning Dove
E. Merry
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Fashion
group
shows off
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STRIKING

the
right

Fad Watch, uses social
media to promote group

chord

By Abby Welsh
Pulse Editor

Beauty, fitness and health are
some of the things promoted
by members of the on-campus
group, Fad Watch, in order to get
their message across.
“The world is watching you,
so let your fashion radiate universally,” senior La’Nea Barnes,
president of the group, said is the
group’s message to students.
Fad Watch coordinates events
such as fashion shows and workshops, which allow students to
participate and focus on a specific topic related to the group’s
meaning.
When Barnes joined her freshman year, there wasn’t much
involvement, inspiring her to provoke change for the group.
“When I first saw a fashion
show, it wasn’t what I was expecting at all,” Barnes said. “So I wanted to make the fashion shows
more serious, organized and into
more of a production.”
Forming
bridges
with
the Apparel Merchandising
and Product Development
Department is something Barnes
said she is happy the group is
doing.
“I like that our organization
and the [AMPD department] are
becoming more involved with
one another because there aren’t
many groups on campus linked
with the department,” Barnes
said.
In the spring, Barnes said they
did a fashion show and an event
created for beauty.
“We pick a piece and create an
event based around it,” Barnes
said.
The group also hosts its Annual
Charity fall fashion show in
September where its accepts
donations in money or clothes.

See FADWATCH | Page 4

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION

CODY FOX posts videos of cover songs of artists and performs own music that his audience can relate to.

Freshman pursues dream of starting a professional music career with Cleveland record label
By Amber Petkosek
Pulse Reporter

F

reshman Cody Fox has always loved music, but he recently
taken it further than just listening to his favorite songs.
Fox began covering songs by other artists and writing his own
music about a year and a half ago.
“I’ve been trying to write for a really long time,” he said. “I had
those little songs you thought were good, but you would listen to
them and be like, ‘Wow, this sucks.’”
He began posting music on Facebook so friends and family
could watch and listen.
“I feel like music is something you do for yourself, but you also
do for other people,” Fox said. “I don’t see the point in writing
music if no one is going to hear it.”
If Fox could do one thing in his life, it would be music, he said.
While making music has always been a dream of Fox’s, he still
considers his education a part of it.
“I want to be at a classy bar in a suit and tie and sing, but that’s
not going to get me money,” Fox said. “I figured I should get a
degree that’s not music so I always have something to fall back

on.”
The songs that Fox covers are ones that are relevant to what is
happening in his life.
The most recent song Fox covered was “Stay” by Rihanna.
“I was debating going to Columbus and taking a break and
working or staying here and continuing school,” Fox said. “I
decided to stay, and I know it’s more of a love song but it still talks
about staying.”
Occasionally, Fox’s friends will request songs for him to play.
“If he’s playing guitar it’s ‘A Team’ [by Ed Sheeran], or if he’s
playing piano, it’s Adele,” said freshman Alyssa Batch.
Sheeran is one of the celebrities that Fox gets a lot of inspiration
from.
“You know how people have those really dirty sexual crushes on
rock stars, with Ed Sheeran I just want to walk on the beach and
hold his hand,” Fox said. “His music is so raw, and he is so talented
that all he needs is a guitar and a microphone to make gorgeous,

See FOX | Page 4

Application offers multiple
editing features for pictures
Pic Stitch can manipulate photos into one frame
By Kelsey Kula
Pulse Reporter

CORY BRETH performs his own solo acoustic music live in 2012 at the University for students using a harmonica, piano and guitar.

FILE PHOTO

Alumnus releases album while working full time
By Geoff Burns
Pulse Reporter

Getting a full time job and
starting your life may be a goal
for a few people after graduation, but for University graduate
Cory Breth, that wasn’t his main
priority.
Even though the singer and
songwriter has a full-time job as
a Spanish teacher in Tipp City,
Ohio, he spent the majority of
his time after graduation in 2012
writing songs for his debut album
“Driving Blind,” released on
March 1.

Breth used a harmonica, piano
and an acoustic guitar on the
album, but his lyrics consist of his
views on life and religion and he
uses a few verses from the Bible
in some songs as well. Breth said
the meaning behind the title
track “Driving Blind” is about not
knowing what’s going to happen
next in life, yet the world keeps
moving.
“For years I’ve been undecided
for everything because there’s
so many things that I want to
do,” Breth said. “It’s more of how
things are starting to look, like my
path is painted but I don’t know if

that’s exactly where I want to be.”
Doug Walton, lyricist and songwriter, is close friends with Breth
and collaborated with the musician on tracks such as “There Is
A Place” and “Keep Me” by writing lyrics. Walton said he decided
to write lyrics for Breth because
they both share the same religious views.
“Those are both very much
informed by our faith in Jesus,”
Walton said. “The style of those
lyrics were perfect for the way he

See BRETH | Page 4

One photo can now tell the story
of several.
Pic Stitch is an application for
both iPhones and Androids that
places multiple images into a
collage and offers free frames
and borders with add-ons costing 99 cents each.
It offers editing tools such as
enhance, effects, brightness
and contrast for the pictures
placed in the frames.
There are many options to
manipulate imagery and Pic
Stitch is just one of many apps
that offer tools for manipulation, said Anthony Fontana, an
instructor in the art department
at the University.
“A lot more people are manipulating images today,” Fontana
said. “It is the democratization
of photography. What used to be
a highly trained skill, everyone
can do now.”
This app offers 15 pages of
different layouts to choose
from. On each page there are 16
frames.
“I think [Pic Stitch] is pretty
cool and I actually do have it,”
Fontana said. “It is a great way
to tell stories and combine a
bunch of images together.”
Freshman Ashley Ryan said
she enjoys using Pic Stitch, but
usually just for Instagram.

“[Pic Stitch] makes it easy
to create a collage quickly to
upload,” Ryan said.
A free version and a paid version are offered with distinct
differences.
When the free version is
downloaded, only 74 of the 240
frames are unlocked for use.
There are two packs students
can purchase with the paid version. In the frames pack, all
240 frames are offered. Once
this pack is purchased, any new
frames released in the future
will be free.
The borders pack gives the
app the ability to change border size, add color and texture
to borders and round the corners of the frames.
Being able to combine several pictures into one and
customize the frame, size and
color, is what convinced junior
Abigail Masters to download
the app.
“I’ve always wanted [Pic
Stitch] but Android never had
it since recently,” Masters said.
“It’s a cool way to make collages for different occasions or
events. It is another photo sharing tool that gives you a lot of
options for editing.”
People do not have the time or
patience to go through albums

See PICSTITCH | Page 4
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FOX
From Page 3
gorgeous music.”
However, his crush
doesn’t distract him from
writing songs.
It usually a fast process
for Fox, but there have
been times he has struggled to find the words.
“I can usually crank out
a song in a half an hour. I
find a chord progression
and them I hum a melody and I sit there like an
idiot and hum and strum
for awhile until words
come up,” he said. “The
latest song I wrote took
me about two to three
hours to write because I
couldn’t find the words to
fit how I felt.”
His song lyrics are

FADWATCH
From Page 3
“This fall, we donated the
clothes and money to the
Boys and Girls Center in
Toledo,” said Devin McNeal,
vice president. “We usually
choose a different charity
each year to donate to.”
Fad Watch takes donations of clothes and
money to donate for various charities for the fashion shows and workshops
they host.
In order for students to
participate in their fashion
shows, Will Porch, advertising and promotion chair,
promotes events through
social media.
Friends involved with
Fad Watch when Porch first
joined thought he would
be good for the job and
encouraged him to go for it.
“I wanted to help get
the word out there using

PICSTITCH
From Page 3
on Facebook or through
several pictures on other
social media websites,
so by placing all these
images into one there is a

relatable to many situations and Fox enjoys writing about things that go
on in real life, Batch said.
One of Fox’s friends,
freshman Erin Emer y,
said she fell in love with
his lyrics but said Fox is
shy when it comes to his
music.
“He would come down
and play music with my
door open but once people heard him he would
shut the door,” Emery
said.
Fox has not performed
live yet, and has a few
fears about performing in
front of his peers.
“The people I know, if
they were to listen to the
music if it was about them
they’re going to know it’s
about them and that kind
of terrifies me,” he said.

Fox has recently caught
the attention of a record
label in Cleveland.
“I have to meet with a
producer and hopefully there will be a possible record deal in the
near future,” he said “My
friend Eli has a bunch
of recording stuff ... this
week were going to get
together and record two
demos.”
Fox hopes his hard work
translates into a music
career.
“The most popular
people are the ones who
put the least amount of
thought into their songs
and I want to break that
barrier,” he said. “I want
to make good music ...
you can listen to and
understand what the person is going through.”

“I really enjoy
fashion so I like
putting together
the shows to see
the creativity
and trends.”

Facebook or Instagram so
people know what we do,”
Porch said.
Porch explained that
when putting together each
event, the group meets to
discuss different advertising techniques as well as
people to help deliver each
event.
“We meet with our executive board and discuss what
we want people to know
about each event put on,”
Porch said. “Depending on
the event, whether it be for
fashion, beauty or health,
someone goes to find an
[academic adviser] who can
best help us put it on.”
McNeal delegates tasks
and oversees the show as a
whole to make sure it runs
smoothly.
“I really enjoy fashion so
I like putting together the
shows to see the creativity
and trends,” McNeal said.
“I like being able to participate in the fashion shows.”

Fad Watch will be hosting
a farewell school party and
a workout workshop for students that are still in progress, Barnes said.
“Pizza and drinks will
be provided for the farewell party,” Barnes said.
“For the workout workshop,
we will be at the [Student
Recreation Center] for the
Zumba or working out for
30 minutes to promote
health.”
The dates and times are
to be announced.

better chance all of these
pictures will be seen,
Fontana said.
“One image gains a lot
of attention, so by collecting many images into
one showing a story, it
becomes a lot more interesting,” Fontana said.

Ryan said she likes using
Pic Stitch, but does not
use it that often because
the export feature only
gives a few options.
“I think it should give
more options of websites
to export the pictures to,”
Ryan said.

Devin McNeal | Vice President

Check us out online at:

www.bgnews.com
University Village &
University Courts
(one block
south
of campus)

Clough
&
Mercer

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

BRETH
From Page 3
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writes the music.”
Andy Fletcher recorded and produced Breth’s
album in the upstairs of
his apartment. Fletcher
said the process went fast
because all of the songs
were already written and
Breth had done everything
himself.
“It was pretty much just
miking him up and having him play,” Fletcher said.
“He’s got a hell of a voice on
him and has a great personality to record with.”
Breth said he chose
Walton and Fletcher to
make the album together
because of their views of
the world and being close
friends.
“They’re really good writers,” Breth said. “It was a
lot easier and more fun to
write because you can be a
lot more honest with people
you know. With your good
buddies, you can shoot your
ideas and not get shot down.”
“Driving Blind” is available to buy on iTunes,
and can be listened to
on his YouTube channel “Cory Breth” and on
ReverbNation.
“It’s a very personal
album,” Breth said. “I want
to paint a very transparent
picture of what I believe in
and what I’ve experienced
in the last few years.”

SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

T H E L A N G U A G E S E RV I C E S G R O U P AT B G S U P R E S E N T S

Language
Workshops
University Village &
E
University
Courts

New
Spring
2013

Clough
&
Mercer

Visit a Model
Apartment

April 1 – May 2, 2013

xperienced and enthusiastic workshop leaders
will conduct ﬁve weekly sessions that feature
essential knowledge of language and culture for
w
work and travel overseas, for business or pleasure, and
hosting people from other countries.
Great way to introduce high school students to different
(one block
languages and cultures in the campus setting!

south
CHOOSE FROM NINE LANGUAGES!of campus)
BGSURate
ent

50

Stud

French (level 2)*

Polish (level 2)*

OFFERED ON
Mondays 6:30-8 pm

OFFERED ON
Wednesdays 6:30-8 pm

Korean (level 2)*
Spanish (level 2)*
Slovene (beginners)

German (level 2)*
Russian (level 2)*
Czech, Italian (beginners)

Tuesdays 6:30-8 pm

Thursdays 6:30-8 pm

Visit a Model
Apartment
OFFERED ON
OFFERED ON

$

* (level 2) is for those who had previous exposure to the targeted languages

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments

• Conveniently located to campus in a
neighborhood with shopping & services

EARLY BIRD RATE
• Conveniently
located
toIONS?
campus in a
QUESTIONS?
$90.00
Register
by
Mar.
27
by
5
pm
please
call
neighborhood with shopping419-372-2180
& services

• Affordably priced for single or shared occupancy

Phone: (419) 352-0164
e-mail: rentals@universityapartments.us
www.universityapartments.us (for office hours)
Two bedroom Apts./Duplexes
507 E. Merry
525 E. Merry
803 Fifth Street

COST

EASY ON-LINE REGISTRATION

$95.00

http://cee.bgsu.edu/lsg/
4 9 37
or call 419-372-8181

il lsg@
@bgsu.edu
or e-mail
lsg@bgsu.edu

BRING A FRIEND

• Affordably priced for single or shared occupancy
$80.00 each person
LOCATION

BGSU Campus,
Bowling Green, OH

Phone: (419) 352-0164
e-mail: rentals@universityapartments.us
www.universityapartments.us (for office hours)

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com
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Georgia
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E. Reed | 730 Elm

SPORTS

Team, Imholz prepare for Wright State
By Ethan Easterwood
Sports Editor

After having its eleventh
cancelled game this season,
the Falcon softball team will
travel back to Dayton to face
Wright State.
“It’s been a bummer, it’s
been quite a year of cancellations,” coach Shannon
Salsburg said. “I think that the
way it did impact us, and we
are working through that, we
were having a hard time finding consistency.”
BG returned from Dayton
five days ago after sweeping the Dayton Flyers in
two games. Since then, the

Falcons cancelled their double header home-opener
against Oakland University.
“I hope April is kinder than
March was,” Salsburg said.
“But it’s part of the game and
you need to work through
that. Mother Nature 1, BG 0.”
With the sweep of
the Flyers, the Falcons
earned two Mid-American
Conference players of the
week with senior Hannah
Fulk and pitcher Paris Imholz
taking the honors.
Fulk had a .600 batting
average including a home run
in the Dayton double header
while scoring three runs.
Imholz continues to lead the

“I hope April is kinder than March
was, But it’s part of the game and
you need to work through that.
Mother Nature 1, BG 0.”
Shannon Salsburg | Head Coach

pitching corps for BG. Imholz
pitched her fourth complete
game and third shutout in the
3-0 win over Dayton. She is 7-1
on the season and this is the
second straight MAC pitcher
of the week honors for her.
“I think [Imholz] has
presence and confidence,”
Salsburg said. “She grabs the

ball and she is ready to go. She
always was, but I think she
has just taken it to another
level.”
Against Wright State, the
Falcons are 9-2 overall with
their last meeting occurring
this past season resulting in a

See SOFTBALL | Page 6
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Andrew
Hammond

BRIEF

Goalkeeper signs
professional contract

BG goalie Andrew Hammond’s
hockey career will extend past the
college ranks.
On Wednesday, the Ottawa
Senators of the NHL announced
the signing of Hammond to a twoyear entry-level contract. Hammond
has signed an amateur tryout
agreement and will report to the
Binghamton Senators of the AHL.
In his four-year career at BG,
Hammond posted a 30-68-13
career record in 111 games. His
3,030 career saves rank fourth
in BG history; his seven career
shutouts are tied for first in school
history with Tyler Masters.

5

Signed NHL
contract with
Ottawa Senators
This past
season, Hammond posted the
best numbers of his career, despite
missing time with separate elbow
and knee injuries. He finished the
season with a 10-15-3 record, a 2.47
goals-against average and a .917
save percentage.
Ottawa is 16-8-6 to date sitting fifth place in the Eastern
Conference. The Senetors also have
three goalies on their roster; Craig
Anderson, Ben Bishop and Robin
Lehner.
The announcement also comes
just as the Falcon’s season ended to
Notre Dame in the CCHA playoffs
this past weekend.

ROLL

ALONG
BG defeats Southern Methodist University in
first round of WNIT Tournament, 76-70
By Alex Krempasky
Assistant Sports Editor

CHRISSY STEFFEN dribbles by a SMU defender in the WNIT game Thursday at the Stroh. Steffen had 9 points.

KATIE LOGSDON | THE BG NEWS

The BG women’s basketball team defeated the Southern
Methodist University Mustangs in a tight match in the first
round of the Women’s National Invitational Tournament,
76-70.
“Welcome to March,” coach Jennifer Roos said. “It doesn’t
matter if you’re in the NCAA or the WNIT— March brings a
lot of excitement.”
With the win, the Falcons will move on to the second round
of the WNIT and will play the Duquesne Dukes Saturday.
Duquesne defeated Mid-American Conference opponent
Akron 71-66 on Thursday in Pittsburgh.
The game against the Dukes will be at the Stroh Center on
Saturday at 5 p.m.
BG started the first half dominant on both sides of the
ball. Forward Alexis Rogers scored the Falcons’ first points
in their second possession. The team kept the Mustangs
scoreless in its first six possessions, but SMU guard Keena
Mays scored a three-point basket just under two and a half
minutes into the game.
Rogers, along with guards Jillian Half hill and Miriam
Justinger, kept the Falcons ahead of the Mustangs for the
first four minutes of the game by hitting five of their eight
shots.
With 10 minutes left, guard Katrina Salinas made a threepoint shot to end SMU’s long run. Salinas’ basket would

See WNIT | Page 6

Rugby welcomes Ohio State
to Doyt for historic rivalry
Nicholas Vanderpool
Reporter

The Falcon rugby club will
look to get back on track
against its old rival, the
Ohio State Buckeyes.
BG will host Ohio State
this Saturday at 6:15 p.m. at
Doyt Perry Stadium.
Ohio State is BG’s first
ever opponent. When
the Falcons took on the
Buckeyes in the fall of 1968,
it was the first ever match
for BG rugby.
Today, the Buckeyes have
a trio that could cause
problems for the Falcons.
Luke Hickey is the scrum
half while captain on the
team, and David Stauder is
a pack player, who relies on
his size to overpower the
opponent.
“[Luke] is small but
knows the game very well
and is very aggressive for
his size,” said BG center
Lucas Smith.
Dan Noland is the third
piece to the puzzle for the
Buckeyes. Smith played
with Noland in high school

“[Luke] is small but knows the game
very well and is very aggressive
for his size.”
Lucas Smith | Center
and witnessed his work
ethic everyday, which will
pose as a threat to the
Falcons.
Smith is a transfer from
Ohio State and could play
an advantage on Saturday,
as he knows the system
and weaknesses of the
Buckeyes. However, an
injury may prevent him
from playing on the field
against his former team,
as he will be a game time
decision.
BG has been without center Dominic Mauer all season long due to studying
abroad, so the loss of Smith
could be a big blow for the
team this weekend.
BG will have to continue
to count on the younger
players to fill the voids of
the banged up veterans.
More than 40 years ago,

BG was facing a seasoned
club at the time that had
already been in existence
since 1964. Ohio State was
led by grad students and
professors from rugbypopular countries, such as
England and Wales. In the
early years, there were no
eligibility rules, so age was
not a factor.
The Falcons were led
by a group of former
high school athletes and
only club founders Roger
Hol l iday
( E ng la nd),
Tim Fox (ex-Air Force
Academy)
a nd
Jerr y
Nicolosi (ex-Ohio State)
had any rugby experience.
Nonetheless, BG won its
only match that season by
an 8-3 score and started
a streak that continues
today of never having had
a losing season.
SKIPPING THROUGH a Maryland tackle, BG center Lucas Smith continues to run down the field.

PHOTO PROVIDED
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SOFTBALL
From Page 5
13-1 win for BG. Imholz picked up her
first career win as a freshman in that
game.
The accolades for Imholz don’t stop
there. As a sophomore, the pitcher has already earned nine saves in
her career, setting a Bowling Green
all-time record. Sophomore pitcher
Jamie Kertes has six saves in her
career.
“I’m in a really good place, I think
the team is in a really good place,”
Imholz said. “I know that when the
team behind me is confident I am
that much more in-tune with my
pitches.”
The Raiders are 3-14 this season
having played just as many games
as the Falcons despite cancellations. Wright State has yet to face any
Horizon League competition much
like the Falcons are still a week out
from facing MAC opponents, however the Raiders have faced MAC foe
Central Michigan. The Chippewas
won 3-2.
The game will be the Raiders’
home opener Friday. The first game
will start at 2 p.m.

WNIT
From Page 5
start a long run for the Falcons.
BG went on a 19-point run that
allowed the Falcons to lead by a
game-high 13 points, which was the
score difference at halftime. The
Falcons prevented the Mustangs
from scoring for over eight minutes from which SMU would not
recover.
The second half would showcase an offensive explosion, which
included a combined point total of
93 points in the second half alone.

Follow us on Twitter
@The_BG_News
RELAX...
We got you covered

WELCOME BACK SPECIAL
1/2 off Deposit until
St. Patricks Day

FILE PHOTO

JAMIE KERTES pitches in a game this past season. The sophmore is 3-5 when starting this season.

“Welcome to March. It
doesn’t matter if you’re in
the NCAA or the WNIT—
March brings a lot of
excitement.”
Jennifer Roos | Head Coach
SMU never led during the second half, but they were able to tie
the game after making eight threepoint shots.
SMU guard Alisha Filmore made

five three-pointers and scored 20
points after only scoring two in the
first half.
Filmore had competition on the
other side of the ball though, as BG
guard Half hill made seven shots
from the field and made all nine of
her 10 free-throw attempts. Halfhill
amounted to 17 points during the
second half and 23 points in the
game.
“[SMU’s defense] opened up a
lot of drive-in lanes for myself,”
Halfhill said. “Me and [Roos] talked
about it at halftime and so I looked
to execute more on the offensive
end.”

WE GOT YOU COVERED!

Check out our FREE AMENITIES!
WATER

HIGH SPEED INTERNET

CABLE

24-HR MAINTENANCE

SHUTTLE

SWIMMING POOL
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419-806-4855

473 S. Summit St.
Bowling Green, OH

summit@gerdenich.com
www.summitterracebg.com
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MEAL
DEAL!

Expires 3-26-13

INCLUDES
ENTREE &
DRINK!
additional charge for steak

419-352-6335

IVYWOOD APTS.
Studios/1 Bdrm.

Now Accepting
Applications for
Winter/Spring Leases
•Near BGSU
•Private patio/entrance
•Extra storage
•Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available

419-352-7691
EHO
cormorantco.com

ONLY A
FEW APTS.
LEFT!
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
“Add more
lights and color.”

KAITLYN KROMER
Sophomore,
Early Childhood Education

University, Faculty
Association avoid strike
JAMES
PFUNDSTEIN
FACULTY
COLUMNIST

Last Friday I crawled out of
my lair around dawn, like
some savage diurnal animal,
and trundled off to attend a
strike preparation meeting at
BGSU-FA headquarters. It was
an interesting and worthwhile
experience, as far as that can
be true of a meeting which is
meant to prepare for something you hope never happens.
No one wanted a strike, but
it was starting to look inevitable. A contract agreement
was seven months overdue,
according to the arrangement the BGSU-FA and the
University administration
made when they began negotiations a couple years ago.
The two sides stood at vastly
different positions on three key
issues: an across-the-board
raise for faculty, the employee
share of the health care premium and job security for nontenure faculty.
That same day, Rob Stein
(the state-appointed fact finder whose difficult task it is to
mediate this negotiation) went
into a marathon session with
David Jackson (the President
of the BGSU-FA), Candace
Archer (our chief negotiator), Pat Pauken (chief negotiator for the administration)
and Rodney Rogers (BGSU’s
Provost).
Over the next two days, in
sessions that added up to more
than 20 hours, they forged the
principles of an agreement.
The contract is still being
compiled by the lawyers on
both sides, but a strike, which
looked likely a week ago, seems
much less likely today.
We in the BGSU-FA are
proud of, and grateful to, our
team of negotiators who put
in uncounted, unpaid hours
so that the entire University
community could benefit.
And it would be churlish not to
acknowledge the roles of Rob
Stein and Rodney Rodgers,
who were instrumental in
bringing the sides together.
The proposed contract will
cover five years—2011 through
2016. A faculty raise is scheduled for each year, which
means retroactive raises for
fall 2011-spring 2013 (raises
which will also be paid to the
BGSU 100).

How would you make the library look more welcoming?

“Brighter colors.
The colors are
dull and old
fashioned.”

WILLIAM WEBB
Freshman,
Communications

We will have a paid parental
leave policy, for the first time
ever, and the contract will
include language that explicitly and powerfully defends
academic freedom, including
the right to criticize BGSU (a
matter of some concern to the
undersigned).
Other matters are more
obscure. Some job security is
promised for non-tenured faculty, but it’s not clear yet what
that consists of. The BGSU-FA
and the administration are
committed to setting up joint
committees to study difficult
issues like health care costs
and post-tenure review.
I don’t know about you, but
when I hear phrases like “joint
committee” or “joint commission” something sad inside
me becomes even sadder. Still,
something useful might come
of these, and it’s promising to
hear that the faculty union and
the administration are talking
about working together instead
of exploring nuclear options
like strikes and lockouts.
What comes next is the
reading of the contract, when
it is finally unveiled (in about
a week, according to the word
on the street), and then votes
by the contracting parties.
On the administration side,
that’s the Board of Trustees.
Its next scheduled meeting is
in early May, but news reports
this week suggested it might
convene in an early session to
vote on the contract.
On the faculty side, the contracting party is the BGSU-FA.
The contract will cover the
entire bargaining unit—all the
full-time faculty at BGSU—but
only members of the union
will be allowed to vote on it.
If faculty members want to
have a say in what happens,
they might want to go ahead
and join up. To cast a vote on
the contract, faculty will have
to join the BGSU-FA by April 1
by going to http://bgsu-fa.org/
wp/membership/.
The journey to BGSU’s first
negotiated contract between
administration and faculty
has been a long and sometimes needlessly divisive process. But it seems to be over
now, or nearly over, anyway,
and we can legitimately hope
to put these divisions behind
us and work together to build a
better BGSU.

Respond to James at
thenews@bgnews.com
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“Change the
scenery inside.
The BG sign in
marker needs
to be redone.”

ALEXANDRIA GALLOWAY
Freshman,
Human Development, Family Studies

“More plants
and flowers.”

VISIT US AT

BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today’s People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

BEN JOHNSON
Senior,
Fine Arts

Hatred, grudges lead only to unhappiness
OLIVIA SMITH
COLUMNIST

It is easy for someone to hate
another person for whatever reasons they may have.
However, is it worth our
energy to portray such hate
toward another individual?
Everyone has enemies out
there. No matter how perfect you try to seem and how
friendly you exemplify yourself, you most likely do have
some type of hate directed
toward someone you know.
Even I find myself saying
that I do not hate anyone. I try
to be nice to everyone even if
they are different from myself
or if I do not agree with what
they do or how they act. But
when it comes down to it, I

do find myself hating certain
people.
When I think more into it,
I try to find the reasons why I
hate that person. As I come up
with them, I notice how stupid and ridiculous they are.
I have come to the realization that it is not worth
the effort to hate anyone.
Everyone has good in them.
No matter what they have
done to you in the past or no
matter how they differ from
your own morals, they still do
not deserve to be hated.
People should treat others
how they want to be treated;
it is a reciprocal relationship.
If you hate someone it is likely
that they will hate you back.
What if you decide to dismiss the hate for that person
and treat them with kindness, stop talking behind
their back and be friendly to
them? Chances are they will

do the same to you. If they do
not, then it shows that they
are immature and not open
enough to realize that hate is
worthless.
No one ever makes progress by hating someone.
Instead, things usually just
get worse.
Sure your reasons for hating that person may seem
justified, but just because you
can justify them, it does not
make it right.
So, your best friend backstabbed you or your boyfriend cheated on you. So
what? Sure it hurt and you did
not like them for it, but forgiveness is what you should
do; not hate them.
It does not mean you need
to continue being friends
with them, but you simply
should not hold a grudge and
hate them for their actions.
Just forgive and move on.

Hating others and holding
grudges will only make you
a bitter person that people do
not want to associate with.
Hate clouds the mind and
escalates upon itself. Once
you find a reason to hate
someone you begin to find
more and more reasons to
hate them. Then you start to
hate other people that may
not have done anything to
you for those same reasons.
Basically, hate is not worth
the time. Everyone makes
mistakes and everyone is different. People do not deserve
to be hated. Treat someone
the way you want to be treated
and do not hold grudges. In
the end, you will find yourself
happier and surrounded by
people who are happy as well.

Respond to Olivia at
thenews@bgnews.com

Rapists should not be treated like victims
DEBBIE
ALDERMAN
COLUMNIST

I have a reputation for being
quite hard on mainstream
media for its coverage of
events, like the fiscal cliff,
sequester, resignation of the
pope and election of Pope
Francis.
It’s incredibly important
to speak out against influential bodies like mainstream
media. They give us the
news, and they need to be
careful about how they do it.
Let’s take this past weekend’s big story, for example. When I heard about
the Steubenville rape case
involving a 16-year-old girl, I
was crushed. Why?
Sexual assault on its own
is disturbing. Paired with a
crowd of rowdy teenagers,
excessive amounts of alcohol
and social media, it’s mortifying. The result of this ordeal
was a young girl, violated,
unconscious and left naked
on a floor.
And then pictures were
sent around. They made a 12
and a half minute video, referring to the victim as a “dead
girl,” making comments like,
“that’s how you know she’s
dead — cuz someone peed
on her,” and even when a guy

DANAE KING, CAMPUS EDITOR
ALEX ALUSHEFF, CITY EDITOR
TYLER BUCHANAN, IN FOCUS EDITOR
ERIN COX, SOCIAL MEDIA EDITOR
KENDRA CLARK, WEB EDITOR
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ABBY WELSH, PULSE EDITOR
BRI HALLER, COPY CHIEF
CHRISTINE KOHLER, DESIGN EDITOR
MOLLY MCFADDIN, PHOTO EDITOR
BRIDJET MENDYUK, MULTIMEDIA EDITOR

in the room said it wasn’t
funny, the others insisted it
was because she was “deader
than they thought Gandalf
was at first ... deader than
Caylee Anthony ... deader
than Treyvon Martin.”
They made it a joke. I bet
their parents are proud.
But rape is not funny. Ever.
Not surprisingly, the judge
found these two men guilty.
One gets at least a year in
juvenile detention, and the
other gets two. They got off
easy.
But what surprised me was
CNN’s coverage of the case.
Moments after the judge
reached the verdict, CNN
anchors and correspondents
commented on how emotional the courtroom was.
Poppy Harlow, reporting
from Steubenville, said it was
incredibly difficult to handle,
even as an outsider.
CNN said it was saddening
to see two young men with
such a promising future —
star football players and good
students — literally watch
their lives fall apart. They also
commented on the men’s
“heartfelt apologies,” even
showing one of the guilty,
Ma’lik Richmond, breakdown
in the arms of his attorney.
Richmond’s father was
sure to mention his son’s difficult upbringing, as if that’s
some excuse for his actions.
What a spectacle — a flood

of tears filling the courtroom, as Harlow recounted.
It reminds me of the musical,
“Chicago,” where Roxy Hart
breaks down in the courtroom after killing her extramarital lover in cold blood.
She “razzle-dazzled” the jury
and received a “not guilty”
verdict. The media loves this.
I hope you’re seeing everything that’s wrong with this
scenario. Two young men
made the decision to go to
a party. To drink. To rape
an incapacitated girl. They
made the decision to share
photos. And now they have
to face the consequences of
their actions, even if it means
jail time, tearing apart a community and forever being
branded as “sex offenders.”
As I mentioned earlier, they
got off easy.
So what have we learned
here?
Media has agenda-setting
powers. It may not always tell
us exactly what to think, but
it tells us how to feel. In this
case, it’s how these boys’ lives
are ruined because of a single
bad decision. Not about how
their victim’s life has been
ruined.
However, CNN completely neglects to mention how
their victim’s life is affected.
Don’t you think she’s hurting? Don’t you think her family is forever changed? I’d venture to say that her life sucks a

little bit more right now.
But an emotional rape
victim isn’t as newsworthy
as two grown-men crying
about a court sentencing.
Amazing — they weren’t
sorry as they assaulted her,
they weren’t sorry when they
sent out the photo and video.
They are only sorry because
they have been caught and
justly punished.
We also learned that
actions have consequences.
If cell phones weren’t a factor,
this case wouldn’t be national news. The football coach
would have “taken care of
everything.”
Unfortunately, rape and
sexual assault happen all
the time, especially on college campuses. You could be
the victim, or you could be
the one who faces charges for
your actions. Be careful, and
think about the decisions
you’re making.
Perhaps alcohol isn’t the
best way to have a good time.
Have a trustworthy friend go
with you to parties and look
out for each other.
If you’re a victim of rape or
sexual assault, it’s not too late
to seek help. The counseling
center at 104 College Park has
walk-in hours, and can be
reached at 419-372-2081.

Respond to Debbie at
thenews@bgnews.com
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters are generally to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
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University’s campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS
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DailyCrossword
Crossword Fix Fix
The The
Daily
1Grand opera by Verdi
2 "The Sonny and __
Comedy Hour"
3 Star of "Malibu Country"
4 Hearing organ
5 Mexican Mrs.
6 Marvin or Majors
7 Zsa Zsa's sister
8 Butterfly catcher's need
10 "__ Spot Run"; movie for
David Arquette
11 Actor on "Criminal
Minds"
13 Initials for author
Stevenson
15 "Boys Don't __"; Hilary
Swank film
17 Hither and __; in many
places
18 Prior to, in poetry
20 Mr. Linkletter
21 __ Aviv, Israel
22 Edison's monogram
25 "__ Smart"
26 Cheerleader's cry
27 Historical period
28 "__ 54, Where Are You?"
29 "Parks __ Recreation"

Classified Ads

419-372-0328
KATIE LOGSDON | THE BG NEWS

TIM WISE, the keynote speaker for the State of the State Conference, said that
race relations should not be ignored.

STATE
From Page 1

“In so many ways every
impulse of our culture
is trying desperately to
convince us that we need
not have these kinds of
conversations and that to
have them is in fact the
reasons that the problems
exist,” he said.
Wise rejected t his
notion and used an analog y to discredit this
argument.
“Are you afraid of crime?
I’m afraid of crime. I’ve
been held up at gunpoint.
It’s not fun,” Wise said.
“Good God don’t talk
about crime ... if you just
wouldn’t talk about it the
problem would resolve
itself ... why didn’t we
think of that? Because it’s
stupid ... that’s why we
didn’t think of that.”
He argues we should
embrace our differences
and our race. To be what
we are has meaning, Wise
said
Graduate student Purvi
Patel said Wise was her
favorite speaker of the
conference. She came
to the conference to

B O W L I N G

see renowned speakers
and found Wise to be a
dynamic voice.
“He delivers with a
sense of humor that’s
really engaging,” she said.
Michelle
A lexander,
an Ohio State University
faculty member, gave the
closing speech.
Alexander compared
mass incarceration to
being today’s Jim Crow.
“There are more African
American adults in prison or jail, on probation
or parole, than were
enslaved in 1850,” she
said.
Alexander attributes
this mass incarceration to
the War on Drugs, which
she claims has largely targeted minorities rather
than whites living in suburbs.
Graduate
st udent
Andrea Guice said she
came to the conference
because she was interested in diversity and social
justice.
Guice was interested
to see Alexander because
she had read her book.
“After hearing her
[Alexander] talk, she’ll
probably be my favorite
speaker,” she said.

G R E E N

S T A T E

The BG News will not knowingly
accept advertisements that discriminate, or encourage discrimination
against any individual or group on
the basis of race, sex, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran,
or on the basis of any other legally
protected status.
The BG News reserves the right to
decline, discontinue or revise any
advertisement such as those found
to be defamatory, lacking in factual
basis, misleading or false in nature. All
advertisements are subject to editing
and approval.

Help Wanted
FT & PT positions available for
landscape, construction, and
maintenance. Call 419-354-1923
or email resume to:
trkramp@frontier.com
Kidzwatch - both centers now
hiring FT & PT care givers for
days, eves. & weekends. Email
resume to: info@kidzwatch.net

PT Shuttle Driver wanted for
Falcons Pointe, 10-15 hrs/wk
with some weekends.
Send resumes to:
heather@falconspointe.com
SUMMER Work For STUDENTS!
Want people willing to learn to
work on wood floors including
gym floors. Starts end of May to
middle of Aug. Work consists of
operating equipment, including
floor buffers and floor sanding
machines. Also measuring, laying
out & painting game lines, art
work & applying gym floor finish.
We train you in all areas of work,
$8/hr w/ approx 40-50hrs a week,
flex. hours. Must be punctual,
reliable and willing to accept
responsibility. Contact Joe Koch
at 419-340-6270 or
fax resume to 419-841-3910.
Uraku Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers, call 419-352-7070.
www.urakusushi.com

U N I V E R S I T Y

2013

Registration
Start Dates:
Graduate Students

March 18

Non-Degree Graduate Students

March 19

Seniors

March 21

Juniors

April 3

Freshmen

April 5

Guest Students

my.bgsu.edu
1. SELECT > student center
2. SELECT > enroll
3. SELECT > add

Call the Registration
HOTLINE:
419-372-4444
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday - Friday

For Rent

Waitresses and bartenders
needed at Docs Restaurant.
Apply in person at 18625 Main St,
Tontogany,OH. 419-823-4081

227 N Prospect tri-plex, utils incl,
1BR- $500/mo, avail May,
5BR - $1200/mo, avail July.
Call 419-308-2676
www.bgtoledorent.com

Houses for rent, 4-5 BR, 2 baths,
between campus & downtown,
$1500/mo, call 419-340-2500.

For Rent
* Lrg 3 & 4 BR apts, $650 & up.
recently updated, small pets ok
619 High St. Call 216-337-6010.

2BR apt, W/D, close to
campus & downtown, very nice!
Available in August, $610/mo.
121 E. Court St, 419-352-0300.
2BR unfurn apt, year lease,
$510/mo, pet friendly.
Call 419-352-9378

**1 or 2 BR apts avail May/Aug,
also Rooms and Studio Apts.
Summer only rentals also avail.
CartyRentals.com / 419-353-0325

2BR unfurn apt, yr lease, laundry
in bldg, avail NOW! $485/mo.
Call 419-352-9378.

1 room studio, shared bath, furn.
Avail June 15th! $290/mo + elec.
Call 419-601-3225.

3 BR duplex, 404 S. College,
$600/12mo ls, $675/9mo ls.
Available May, call 419-352-4850.

1, 2 & 3 BR apts on Manville,
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239.

3BR apt, near campus,
$850/mo, utilities included.
Call 419-352-5882.

1BR apt, near campus,
$475/mo, utilities included.
Call 419-352-5882.

4 BR house avail. Aug 2013,
240 N. Enterprise, close to cam®
pus. Contact: rtrzcinski@bex.net

220 Napoleon Rd 1BR, $395-$410/mo + electric.
130 E. Washington St. 2BR, $660/mo + all utilities,
1BR w/ study, $615/mo + utilities,
1BR, $525/mo + ulitities,
1BR, $595/mo + utilities.
815/803 8th St. $495-$510/mo + gas & electric.
419-354-6036

Furn. room, freedom of house,
TV, W/D, clean & quiet, $250/mo
w/ $100 dep. Call 419-354-6117.
®

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F
www.BGApartments.com

WINTHROP
TERRACE

May 2013 - 12 mo. leases
1BR - 322 E. Court, $520/mo.
3BR - 837 Third St B, $825/mo.
Aug 2013 - 12 month lease:
1BR - 415 E. Court, $375/mo.
3BR - 125 Baldwin, $900/mo.
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917
Newer 3BR, 2 bath ranch, W/D
hook-up, quiet area, avail May,
$800/mo. Call 419-308-1191.
One 3BR house left, 812 3rd St,
$800/mo + utilities.
One 4BR house left, 202 Merry,
$1200/mo + utilites.
Call 419-359-4053 for more info.
Remodeled houses, lrg yard &
deck, summer & 12 mo leases,
E. Reed, Call 419-351-3639.

D I

Roommates needed to share furn
house close to campus, flex lease
option, $325/mo, utilities incl.
Call Brad at 419-308-7763.

D I

Shamrock Storage
Many sizes. Near BGSU,
Uhaul available.
ShamrockBG.com, 419-354-0070
Three 2BR apartments left!
4th Street, avail May & Aug 2013.
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456.
www.rutterdudleyrentals.com

®

®

Purch Adv Tix @ cinemark.com
800-326-3264 + Exp 1432#

Purch Adv Tix @ cinemark.com
800-326-3264 + Exp 1432#

ADULT MATINEE BEFORE 6PM $3.00 • ALL DAY TUESDAY $3.00
®
COLLEGE THURSDAY (WITH VALID ID) $3.00

ADULT MATINEE BEFORE 6PM $3.00 • ALL DAY TUESDAY $3.00
®
COLLEGE THURSDAY (WITH VALID ID) $3.00

EXTREMELY
LOUD
& INCREDIBLY
Purch Adv Tix
@ cinemark.com
CLOSE800-326-3264
[PG13]
+
Exp 1432#
1200 130 300 430 600 725 900 1030
THE ARTIST - CINEARTS [PG13]
1105 135 405 635 905
HAYWIRE
[R]1100
825 1045
Woodland
Mall120
• N.340
Main605
Street
ADVENTURES OF TINTIN - 3D [PG]
ADULT MATINEE BEFORE 6PM $3.00 • ALL DAY TUESDAY $3.00
210 505 740 1020
(WITH VALID ID) $3.00
ALVINCOLLEGE
ANDTHURSDAY
THE CHIPMUNKS:
EXTREMELY LOUD
& INCREDIBLY
CHIPWRECKED
[G] 1145
200 425 645
CLOSE [PG13]
Assistive
and Captioning
System
Avail
1200 130
300Listening
430 600
725 900
1030
ChildrenARTIST
under 6 may- not
attend R rated features
after 6pm
THE
CINEARTS
[PG13]
1105 135 405 635 905
HAYWIRE [R]1100 120 340 605 825 1045
ADVENTURES OF TINTIN - 3D [PG]
210 505 740 1020
ALVIN AND THE CHIPMUNKS:
CHIPWRECKED [G] 1145 200 425 645

It’s the Little
Things
WOODLAND MALL CINEMA 5
that Count!
EXAMPLE
Low Security Deposit
- $300
No Appointment Necessary
Community Gatherings
EXAMPLE
Beverages Available in Office
Monthly Newsletter
Fast & Reliable Maintenance Service
Caring & Friendly Office Staff
Birthday Club

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2013
400 E Napoleon Rd | 419.352.9135
www.investekmanagement.com
N E W

M A N A G E M E N T

Free Gas | Free High Speed Internet | Free Basic Cable
| 110 Administration Bldg.

Houses, eff,1-2 BR apts avail now
Call GL Rentals 419-354-9740 or
email: ghoverson@woh.rr.com

WOODLAND
MALL CINEMA 5 WOODLAND
MALL CINEMA 5
Woodland Mall • N. Main Street
Woodland Mall • N. Main Street
— APARTMENTS —

U N D E R

You can access everything that you
need, including tutorials, via the
“Student Center” at the MyBGSU portal.

Office of Registration and Records

For Rent

Assistive Listening and Captioning System Avail
Children under 6 may not attend R rated features after 6pm

Questions?

Go to:

Help Wanted

Flexible Move-In & Out Dates

March 18

Sophomores

28 Crime series for Nathan Fillion
1"Green __"
30 Make, as a salary
6 Goodman of "Dancing With the
31 "The Big __ Theory"
Stars"
9 "Do You Hear What __?"; song32 "__ '70s Show"
on a Christmas carol album 33 __ Gras; annual celebration
34 Fleur-de-lis
10 Martin or McQueen
36 Sandwich variety, for short
12 Ray's wife on "Everybody Loves
39 Journalist Mitchell
Raymond"
42 Ms. O'Donnell
13 Cook leftovers
44 "__ Up"; short-lived Leah
14 Coach __ Parseghian
Remini sitcom
15 Goldfish in "Pinocchio"
45 "Home __"; Macaulay Culkin
16 Mike __ of "Saturday Night Live"
movie
19 Actor Damon
46 "Rachael __"
23 Lead role on "Boy Meets World"
47 Kelly and Hackman
24 Zone
25 Lorne of "Bonanza"

PT & FT cooks needed at
LaRoes in Grand Rapids. Apply
in person or call 419-832-3082.

FA LL

April 2

31 College degrees,
often: abbr.
33 Farrow or Kirshner
35 "The __ Skelton
Hour"
37 "Whose __ Is It
Anyway?"
38 Pegs for Phil
Mickelson
39 Ghana's continent:
abbr.
40 Long or Peeples
41 Arid
42 "__ Doll"; hit song for
The Four Seasons
43 "Grand __ Opry"

Campus Shuttle Service | Free Water/Sewer
Off-Street Parking | Trash Pick-Up and Recycling

Purch Adv Tix @ cinemark.com

THE CROODS
3D
PG 1432#
800-326-3264
+ Exp
*2:25

7:15

WOODLAND
MALL CINEMA 5
Woodland Mall • N. Main Street
THE CROODS PG
*(12:00)

*4:50

6:50

OLYMPUS
HAS
FALLEN
R $3.00
ADULT
MATINEE BEFORE
6PM $3.00
• ALL 9:35
DAY TUESDAY
*(12:30)
*3:50
6:50
COLLEGE THURSDAY (WITH VALID ID) $3.00
OZ: THE GREAT AND POWERFUL PG
*4:00

10:00

Assistive
Listening
and POWERFUL
Captioning System3D
AvailPG
OZ: THE
GREAT
AND
Children under 67:00
may not attend R rated features after 6pm
*(12:45)
THE INCREDIBLE BURT WONDERSTONE
*(12:10)

*2:35

THE CALL R
*(12:20)

*2:40

*5:05

7:30

*5:00

7:20

PG13

9:55

9:30

*= Matinee Showtime

Assistive Listening and Captioning System Avail
Children under 6 may not attend R rated features after 6pm

Shamrock
Storage

• Near Campus Market: BOWL
• Security FencePublication: Un
• 24 Hr Access Size: 1 x 2.25”
Runs: FRIDAY
• Clean
Date last upda
• Many Sizes Market: BOWL
Special instruc
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Summer
Storage!

(419)354-0070

